Vibration analysis of angle-ply laminated composite plates with an embedded piezoceramic layer.
An optical full-field technique, called amplitude-fluctuation electronic speckle pattern interferometry (AF-ESPI), is used in this study to investigate the force-induced transverse vibration of an angle-ply laminated composite embedded with a piezoceramic layer (piezolaminated plates). The piezolaminated plates are excited by applying time-harmonic voltages to the embedded piezoceramic layer. Because clear fringe patterns will appear only at resonant frequencies, both the resonant frequencies and mode shapes of the vibrating piezolaminated plates with five different fiber orientation angles are obtained by the proposed AF-ESPI method. A laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) system that has the advantage of high resolution and broad dynamic range also is applied to measure the frequency response of piezolaminated plates. In addition to the two proposed optical techniques, numerical computations based on a commercial finite element package are presented for comparison with the experimental results. Three different numerical formulations are used to evaluate the vibration characteristics of piezolaminated plates. Good agreements of the measured data by the optical method and the numerical results predicted by the finite element method (FEM) demonstrate that the proposed methodology in this study is a powerful tool for the vibration analysis of piezolaminated plates.